a change in the access of material, based on the content of the work and made by governing authority or its representatives. Such changes include exclusion, redaction, restriction, removal, or age/gender level changes.

Can you see the video ok?

yes

http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill

Kristin - June is an Alaskan!

Manual
Books Under Fire
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Protecting Intellectual Freedom

censorship

concerns

yes
25:15 to: LAM
  We can hear you.

25:26 to: LAM
  A little minnie mouse, but we hear you.

28:18 to: Beth Skow, Joy Bailey
  you are cutting in and out

28:47 to: LAM
  Seems like.

28:56 to: LAM
  Think part of this is a bandwidth issue.

29:52 to: LAM
  there you are

33:06 to: Beth Skow, Joy Bailey
  Thank you very much, great presentation. We do not have questions at this time.